
Flip 
Volunteers 

at the 
World 

Festival 

Flip really is A FIRST 

robot volunteer!

Flip's biggest 

adventure yet!



In April of 2012, Flip 
traveled to St. Louis, 

Missouri to volunteer at 
the FLL World Festival! 

I would 
have gone up 

to the top, but 
'Someone' is 

afraid of 
heights....

The Gateway 
Arch is 630 Feet 
tall (192 m) and 

was built in 
1965 !

This is where Lewis and 
Clark began and ended 
their amazing "Corps of 
Discovery" (1804 - 1806)

This is the Edward Jones Dome at 
America's Center, 

Where all the action took place!

Captain 
Lewis's dog 
was called 

seaman!



flip had already registered to volunteer 
online, so the first thing to do was to 
scan in at the volunteer welcome area 

and get a badge and lanyard!

Awesome, 
they spelled 

my name 
right!

Next, flip headed over to the 
FLL volunteer check-in station, 
and met Kathleen kennedy - FLL 

Partner Services manager!

Unfortunately, there 
weren't any 'robot 
sized' t-shirts...

All 
checked in and 

ready for 
training!

what 
a nice 

welcome!

what 
size is 

'robot'?



flip headed 
over to the 
competition 
floor for 
training...

wow! this is 
So big!!!

this is 
going to 

be so much 
fun!

the referees at the world festival wear really cool hats!
Flip watched them set up the 
competition floor and get it 

ready for action!

Susan Duggins, 

Field manager, 

trainEd flip and 

the other 

volunteers.



scanning 
in is fun!

The Volunteers 

were in place...

here come the teams!

This is 
the best job 

ever!

Biohazard - Auckland, 

New Zealand

Food swat - big piney, wyoming, 
USA

The next day Flip 
checked in and got 
ready go to work 

queueing!

We are 
ready to 

queue 
teams!



TechnoStorms - Houston, TexasUSA

SESI Rio Preto Robotic Team - 

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Epunkt e. - 
Paderborn, Germany

Yang Ming Smart Kids - 
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan

Dawn of Innovation - 

Tripoli, Lebanon

Meeting kids 

from around the 

world was 

amazing!

Here 
I am!



Vik'Cheese - 

Carentan, France

DYCI Blue Ocean 10 - Bocaue, Philippines

FANroboticos - Cienega, Colombia

The emcees for 

the competition 

were incredible!

we 
nicknamed 
the Score 
runners 

thing 1 and 
thing 2 !



There were several rooms set up 
for volunteers to eat, catch up 

and relax.

MMMMM!

sweet!

This 
feels 
good!

flip was really excited to 
meet  khaled marashdeh - 

a first correspondent 
who lives in saudi arabia!

This is 
me and 
Khaled!



Over in the pit area.....

Cathy Swider 
interviewed flip on 
the center stage!

it's an 
honor to be 

interviewed by the 
Ambassador of 

fun!

Flip met 
many new 
friends...

robotatouille- folsom, california, usa

... and got to 

see an old 

robot friend: 

archie 

(FTC 4529 - 

antipodes)

Just 
hanging 

out!

What 
do you 

mean I can't 
take him 
home?



In the pits, flip met more 
teams and got to see their 

projects!

Cyberhawks team 

member 

River Vale, New 

Jersey, USA

Hippie Pandas, 
Rochester, New York, 

USA

Brickheads - 
Xenia, Ohio, USA

Team Fanatic, Slagelse, Denmark

Flip saw dean 
kamen talking 

with teams in the 
pit area! 

Flip was too shy 
to ask for an 
autograph...

Just 
call me 
bashful.



with 

volunteering at 

world off flip's 

checklist... what 

should flip do 

next? Stay 

tuned...

Flip was really excited to 
meet scott evans, the FLL 

Robot Game designer!

Scott is really nice. 
He autographed flip!

I'm never 
washing my 
NXT again!

Flip hung out some with  

Scott Evans and Dave Brooks 

(Head Referee) -- but they 

didn't always follow the 

Queuing Signs!

Technically, 
I'm not 

standing!

Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 


